
MSK-1 Multi-Scenario Knife
Bad Ass Survival Knife Blows Away Blade Show and Crushes 
Kickstarter

Looking for a tough, all-around survival knife?  Ultimate Survival Tips and Freeman 
Outdoor Gear teamed up to create the MSK-1 Multi-Scenario Knife and launch it in a 
unique way (for a survival knife) - on Kickstarter. 

“I was amazed at the response to MSK-1” comments, David Polczynski, Designer of 
MSK-1 and the founder / host of Ultimate Survival Tips - a top survival channel on 
YouTube with over 300,000 subscribers. 

“We crushed our Kickstarter goal in less than 2 days and are well over 1,000% of our 
goal. I had no idea if people would back and then wait a few months for a crazy survival 
knife that starts at $299 U.S. - regardless of how innovative it is,” said Polczynski. 

But pledge they have. To the tune of over 400 backers with an average pledge amount 
of $373. 

But support hasn’t stopped with Kickstarter.  The Ultimate Survival Tips team took 
MSK-1 to BLADE SHOW and caught first reactions on video.

Polczynski recounts, “I really didn’t know how the knife community would receive 
MSK-1. So I was shocked to find out that even skeptics became fans once they held the 
knife and began to understand the innovation built into this knife and sheath system.”

[Link to Video]

MSK-1 is more than a typical survival knife and sports items like: an micro survival kit in 
the handle (with real tools that could actually save your life), a sheath system that 
switches from a feature rich nylon, to a low profile tactical, kydex sheath (with the 
removal of one bolt) and a beefy quarter inch thick, full tang, fixed blade made to handle 
anything you can throw at it. 

Other unique features of the MSK-1 are the first ever, stainless steel bow drill divot (that 
is reversible for right and left handed users), a curved, pommel end fire steel striker and  
sheath add-on tools, like a large fire steel holder and a companion, mini neck knife 
(designed specifically for the knife launch).

Out of the gates, the MSK-1 will be available in either powder coated, D2 steel. D2 is 
know for it’s toughness and edge retention.  

The MSK-1 is built for tough jobs with the finesse of a fine carving tool. The knife will be 
Made in the USA with American materials by Freeman Outdoor Gear. 

Specifications
• Full tang, fixed blade, fine edge
• Blade material: D2 or 154CM

https://youtu.be/egkBj0iS2OI


• Blade thickness: 0.25 inches
• Handle material: Canvas micarta
• Blade length: 4.6 inches
• Overall length: 11.25 inches
• Weight: 15.75 ounces
• Handle survival kit
• 2-in-1 sheath system: Ballistic nylon and Kydex
• Made in the USA with American Materials

MSRP
$350

Website:
www.ultimatesurvivaltips.com

Kickstater:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ultimatesurvivaltips/the-ultimate-all-purpose-knife-
that-could-save-you

SHORT ARTICLE CONTENT
MSK-1 Multi-Scenario Knife

Looking for a tough, all-around survival knife?  Look no further.  Ultimate Survival Tips 
and Freeman Outdoor Gear have teamed up to offer a one-of-kind rugged survival knife 
system.  The blade is designed with incredible balance and can be used equally well 
felling a small tree or making fine knife work easy to do.  Some of the unique features of 
the MSK-1 are a stainless steel bow drill divot and a curved, pommel-end fire steel 
striker.  It has a beefy quarter-inch-thick, full tang, fixed blade made to handle anything 
you can throw at it.  You can easily remove the handles [with a coin, zipper pull or flat 
rock] to find an incredibly useful mini-survival kit.  This knife is easy in the hand and 
ready to get to work for you. 

Specifications
• Full tang, fixed blade, fine edge
• Blade material: D2 or 154CM
• Blade thickness: 0.25 inches
• Handle material: Canvas micarta
• Blade length: 4.75 inches
• Overall length: 11.25 inches
• Weight: 15.75 ounces
• Handle survival kit
• 2-in-1 sheath system: Ballistic nylon and Kydex
• Made in the USA with American Materials

MSRP
$350
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